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We give a very explicit formula for Igusa’s local zeta function Zf (s) associated to
a polynomial f in several variables over the p-adic numbers, when f is sufficiently
non-degenerated with respect to its Newton polyhedron 1( f ). Using this formula
and the estimates of Adolphson and Sperber on exponential sums over finite fields,
we study the largest real pole different from &1 of Zf (s).  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For p prime, denote by Qp the field of p-adic numbers, by Zp the ring
of p-adic integers, and by Fp the finite field of p elements. If R is a
commutative ring, we will denote the set of its units by R_.
Definition 1.1. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) # Zp[x1 , ..., xn] with p prime.
Igusa’s local zeta function associated to f is defined as
Zf (s)=|
Z
n
p
| f (x)| s |dx|,
for s # C, Re(s)>0, where |dx| denotes the Haar measure on Qnp so
normalized that Znp has measure 1.
Igusa’s local zeta function is directly related to the number of solutions
of the congruences f (x)#0 mod pm, m=1, 2, 3, ..., see, e.g., [Igu78,
pp. 9798; Den91, Sect. 1.2]. Using resolutions of singularities, Igusa
[Igu74] proved that Zf (s) is a rational function of p&s (see also [Igu78]).
An entirely different proof was obtained ten years later by Denef [Den84]
using p-adic cell decomposition instead of resolutions of singularities. We
denote the meromorphic continuation of Zf (s) again by Zf (s).
To calculate Zf (s) explicitly, for a given f, and to determine its poles, is
often a difficult problem. This has been done for polynomials in two
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variables by Strauss [Str83], Meuser [Meu83], Igusa [Igu84], Lichtin
and Meuser [LM85], Loeser [Loe88], Goldman [Gol86], and Veys
[Vey90]. Many results have been obtained by Igusa when f is a relative
invariant of a prehomogeneous vectorspace; see [Igu96] and the references
in it. The monodromy conjecture of Igusa (see, e.g., [Den91, Sect. 2.3])
predicts a remarkable relation between the poles of Zf (s) and topological
invariants of the singularities of the complex locus of f =0, for any polyno-
mial f. Many results towards this conjecture have been obtained by Veys
[Vey93] for polynomials in three variables. From Igusa’s work in [Igu74]
it follows that one can determine Igusa’s local zeta function associated to
f (x)+ g( y), if one knows the zeta functions and also the ‘‘twisted ones’’1 of
f (x)+a and g( y)+b for suitable a, b (see also [Den91, Sect. 5.1; DV95]).
Some other cases are treated in [Gol83, Znar].
An important class of polynomials are the ones that are non-degenerated
over Qp with respect to all the faces of their Newton polyhedron (see
Definition 1.3 below). For such polynomials one has a very explicit resolu-
tion of singularities of the ( p-adic) locus of f =0, which is called toric
resolution. The analogon over R (instead of Qp) was first treated in the
classical paper [Var76] of Varchenko. The material in Varchenko’s paper
can be adapted in a straightforward way to the p-adic case. But Varchenko’s
method yields a list of candidate poles for Zf (s) which is much too large.
This was illustrated for polynomials in two variables by Lichtin and
Meuser [LM85]. Using a different method (non-birational change of
variables) Denef [Den95] obtained a much smaller list of candidate poles.
(See [DS89] for the analogon of this method over R.) Both methods yield
formulas for Zf (s) which are not very explicit. But under the slightly
stronger condition that f is non-degenerated over Fp with respect to all the
faces of its Newton polyhedron, Varchenko’s method (based on toric
resolution) can be further enhanced to obtain a very explicit formula for
Zf (s). This is the first main result of the present paper, namely
Theorem 4.2. Actually, in the present paper we preferred to obtain this
explicit formula by using a different method which is entirely elementary.
We have written down the proof in a very detailed and self-contained way
to make this material available to a wider audience. Recently and inde-
pendently of us, Zu n~ igaGalindo [Zn99] obtained the same formula, as a
special case of a more general result.
The second main result of our paper, Theorem 5.17, is about the largest
real pole of Zf (s) different from &1. It is well known (see Proposition 5.5)
that this pole equals &1t0 , if t0>1, where (t0 , t0 , ..., t0) is the intersection
point of the diagonal with the boundary of the Newton polyhedron of f
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1 The twisted Igusa zeta functions are Znp /( p
&ord f (x)f (x)) | f (x)| s |dx|, with /: Z_p  C
_ a
non-trivial group homomorphism with finite image.
(see Definition 5.2) (assuming f is non-degenerated in the above sense).
Our second main result, Theorem 5.17, states that this remains true, for
almost all p, when t0<1, for polynomials f with coefficients in Z which are
sufficiently non-degenerated, if no vertex of the smallest face cutting the
diagonal belongs to [0, 1, 2]n. The proof is based on our explicit formula
for Zf (s) and a very deep result of Adolphson and Sperber on estimates for
exponential sums. With similar techniques, we also prove Theorem 5.19,
which is an analogous result for the case when t0=1. Under the same
condition as in Theorem 5.17 (or even a less stronger condition), &1t0 will
then be the largest real pole of Zf (s).
Section 2 of the present paper contains preliminaries about Newton
polyhedra. Section 3 contains a very elementary proof of a special case
(Corollary 3.2) of a well-known result. It is included to make this paper
self-contained for a wider audience. In Section 4 we obtain our explicit for-
mula. Section 5 contains the second main result. Finally, some examples
are calculated in Section 6.
Definition 1.2. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn)=| # N n a| x|11 } } } x
|n
n be a non-
zero polynomial over Zp with f (0)=0. Let R+=[x # R | x0] and
supp( f )=[| # Nn | a| {0]. The Newton polyhedron 1( f ) of f is defined as
the convex hull in (R+)n of the set
.
| # supp( f )
|+(R+)n.
The global Newton polyhedron 1gl( f ) of f is defined as the convex hull of
supp( f ). It is easy to verify that 1( f )=1gl( f )+(R+)n.
Because a Newton polyhedron is a polyhedron, every proper face is an
exposed face.2 So each proper face of 1( f ) is the intersection of 1( f ) with
a supporting hyperplane [Roc70, pp. 99100]. By the faces of 1( f ) we will
mean the proper faces of 1( f ) and the Newton polyhedron 1( f ) itself.
Definition 1.3. Let p be a prime number. Let f be as in Definition 1.2.
For every face { of the Newton polyhedron 1( f ) of f, we define
f{(x)= :
| # {
a|x|,
and the polynomial f {(x) with coefficients in Fp by reducing each coefficient
a| of f{ modulo pZp .
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2 Face and exposed face in the sense of [Roc70, p. 162].
We say f is non-degenerated over Fp with respect to all the faces of its
Newton polyhedron 1( f ) if for every3 face { of 1( f ) the locus of the poly-
nomial f { has no singularities in (F_p )
n or equivalently the set of congruences
{
f{(x)#0 mod p
f{
xi
(x)#0 mod p, i=1, ..., n
has no solution in (Z_p )
n.
We say f is non-degenerated over Fp with respect to the compact faces of
its Newton polyhedron, if we have the same condition, but only for the
compact faces of 1( f ).
We say f is non-degenerated over Qp with respect to all the faces of its
Newton polyhedron if for every face { of 1( f ) the locus of f{ has no
singularities in (Q_p )
n. We say f is non-degenerated over Qp with respect to
the compact faces of its Newton polyhedron if we have the same condition,
but only for the compact faces of 1( f ).
Remarks. (1) For a compact face { of 1( f ) the following two
conditions are equivalent:
(i) The set of equations
{
f{(x)=0
has no solution in (Q_p )
n.f{
xi
(x)=0, i=1, ..., n,
(ii) The set of equations
f{
xi
(x)=0, i=1, ..., n, has no solution in (Q_p )
n.
The same is true if we replace Qp by Fp and if p>>0. The notation p>>0
means that p must be big enough.
Some authors call f non-degenerated over Qp with respect to its Newton
polyhedron, if for all compact faces { of 1( f ) condition (ii) holds.
(2) Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial over Z with
f (0)=0. Suppose that f is non-degenerated over Qp with respect to all the
faces of its Newton polyhedron. Then, if p>>0, f is non-degenerated over
Fp with respect to all the faces of its Newton polyhedron, by the paper of
Greenleaf [Gre65], see also [Gre74].
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3 Thus also for 1( f ).
(3) Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial over Z with
f (0)=0. Suppose that f is non-degenerated over C with respect to all the
faces of its Newton polyhedron (i.e., for every face { of 1( f ) the locus of
f{ has no singularities in (C_)n). Then f is non-degenerated over Fp , with
respect to all the faces of its Newton polyhedron, for almost every prime
p, by the Weak Nullstellensatz [Ful69, p. 20].
(4) Fix a Newton polyhedron P in Rn. ‘‘Almost all’’ polynomials
f (x1 , ..., xn) over C (resp. Qp) with Newton polyhedron equal to P are non-
degenerated over C (resp. Qp) with respect to all the faces of 1( f ). To a
polynomial f with Newton polyhedron P (and where the support is con-
tained in a given bounded set), we can associate an nP -tuple consisting of
the coefficients of f. By ‘‘almost all’’ we mean that the nP -tuples of those
polynomials which are degenerated, are contained in the zeroset of a non-
zero polynomial g over C (resp. Qp). The proof is similar to [AVGZ86,
p. 157].
2. MORE ABOUT NEWTON POLYHEDRA
We want to give a partition of (R+)n in sets which are closely related to
the Newton polyhedron of a polynomial f as in Definition 1.2. In order to
do this, we will first give a selection of some well-known definitions and
properties related to Newton polyhedra.
Definition 2.1. Let f be as in Definition 1.2. For a # (R+)n, we define
m(a)= inf
x # 1( f )
[a } x].
Note that the infimum in the above definition is attained and so m(a)=
minx # 1( f ) [a } x]. This is clear, because we can take the infimum over the
elements in the closed and bounded set 1gl( f ) instead of 1( f )=
1gl( f )+(R+)n. Moreover we can take the minimum over the elements in
supp ( f ) instead of 1( f ) or 1gl( f ), because 1gl( f ) is the convex hull of the
(finite) set supp( f ).
Definition 2.2. Let f be as in Definition 1.2 and a # (R+)n. We define
the first meet locus of a as
F(a)=[x # 1( f ) | a } x=m(a)].
Property 2.3. Let f be as in Definition 1.2 and a # (R+)n. Then F(a),
the first meet locus of a, is a face of 1( f ). In particular F(0)=1( f ) and
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F(a) is a proper face of 1( f ), if a{0. Moreover F(a) is a compact face iff
a # (R+"[0])n.
Definition 2.4. A vector a # Rn is called primitive if the components of
a are integers whose greatest common divisor is 1.
Definition 2.5. We define an equivalence relation on (R+)n by
ata$ iff F(a)=F(a$).
If { is a face of 1( f ), we define the cone associated to { as
2{=[a # (R+)n | F(a)={].
Recall that 21( f )=[0]. The following lemma gives the geometry of the
other equivalence classes 2{ . Note that because a Newton polyhedron is a
polyhedron, we can prove that every proper face { of 1( f ) is contained in
a facet4 of 1( f ). Moreover each proper face { of 1( f ) is the (finite) inter-
section of the facets of 1( f ) which contain {. One can also prove that for
every facet of 1( f ) there exists a unique primitive vector in Nn"[0] which
is perpendicular to that facet.
Lemma 2.6. Let f be as in Definition 1.2. Let { be a proper face of 1( f )
and #1 , ..., #e be the facets of 1( f ) which contain {. Let a1 , ..., ae be the
unique primitive vectors in Nn"[0] which are perpendicular to respectively
#1 , ..., #e . Then the cone 2{ associated to { is the following convex cone
2{=[*1a1+*2a2+ } } } +*eae | * i # R, *i>0]
and its dimension is equal to n&dim {.
Take { a proper face of 1( f ) and let the ai ’s be as in Lemma 2.6. It is
well known that the closure 2 { of 2{ is equal to [a # (R+)n | F(a)#{] and
also equal to [*1a1+*2a2+ } } } +*eae | *i # R, *i0].
Definition 2.7. If a1 , ..., ae # Rn"[0], we call [*1a1+ } } } +*eae | *i #
R, *i>0] the cone strictly positively spanned by the vectors a1 , ..., ae .
Suppose a cone 2 is strictly positively spanned by the vectors a1 , ..., ae #
Rn"[0]. If a1 , ..., ae are linearly independent over R, 2 is called a simplicial
cone. If moreover a1 , ..., ae # Zn, we say 2 is a rational simplicial cone. If
[a1 , ..., ae] is a subset of a basis of the Z-module Zn, we call 2 a simple
cone.
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4 Recall that a facet is an (n&1)-dimensional face.
Lemma 2.8. Let 2 be the cone strictly positively spanned by the vectors
a1 , ..., ae # (R+)n"[0]. Then there exists a finite partition of 2 into cones 2i ,
such that each 2i is strictly positively spanned by some vectors from the set
[a1 , ..., ae] which are linearly independent over R.
Let { be a proper face of 1( f ) and let a1 , ..., ae be as in Lemma 2.6.
Following from Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.8, one can partition the cone 2{
associated to { into a finite number of rational simplicial cones such that
each 2i is spanned by vectors from the set [a1 , ..., ae]. We will call such a
decomposition a rational simplicial decomposition of 2{ without introducing
new rays. By Lemma 2.9 you can even find a partition of 2{ into simple
cones, but in general it will then be necessary to introduce new generators.
Lemma 2.9. Let 2 be a rational simplicial cone. Then there exists a finite
partition of 2 into simple cones.
Lemma 2.9 can be proved following [AVGZ86, Sect. 8, Lemma 7] and
making use of the notion ‘‘multiplicity.’’
Definition 2.10. Let a1 , ..., ar be vectors in Zn which are linearly
independent over R. We define the multiplicity of a1 , ..., ar as the index of
the lattice Za1+ } } } +Zar in the group of the integer points of the
vectorspace generated by a1 , ..., ar .
Remark. It’s easy to verify that the multiplicity of a1 , ..., ar equals the
number of elements in the set
Zn & { :
r
i=1
*i ai } 0*i<1 for i=1, ..., r= .
Proposition 2.11. Let a1 , ..., ar be vectors in Zn which are linearly
independent over R.
(i) The multiplicity of a1 , ..., ar equals the greatest common divisor of
the determinants of all r_r-matrices obtained by omitting columns from the
matrix with rows a1 , ..., ar .
(ii) The multiplicity of a1 , ..., ar is 1 iff [a1 , ..., ar] is a subset of a
basis of Zn (as Z-module).
Proof. This result can be obtained by using [AW92, Sect. 5.3, Theorem
3.1 and Lemma 3.11]. K
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3. COMPUTATION OF A WELL-KNOWN INTEGRAL
BY HENSEL’S LEMMA
Proposition 3.1. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) # Zp[x1 , ..., xn] and a # Znp .
Suppose that the set of congruences
{
f (x)#0 mod p
f
x i
(x)#0 mod p, i=1, ..., n
has no solution in the coset a+( pZp)n.
Then for s a complex variable with Re(s)>0 one has that
|
a+( pZp)
n
| f (x)| s |dx|={
p&n if f (a)0 mod p
p&n( p&1)
p&(s+1)
1& p&(s+1)
if f (a)#0 mod p,
where |dx| denotes the Haar measure on Qnp so normalized that Z
n
p has
measure 1.
Remark. The proposition above is also a special case of a much more
general result (see [Den87]), but in this section we will give an elementary
proof (see Subsection 3.6) based on Hensel’s Lemma. By Proposition 3.1
we can easily prove Corollary 3.2. This result will help us to give a formula
for Igusa’s local zeta function.
Corollary 3.2. Let p be a prime number and f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) #
Zp[x1 , ..., xn]. Denote by f the polynomial over Fp obtained by reducing each
coefficient modulo pZp . Let N be the number of elements in the set
[a # (F_p )
n | f (a)=0]. Suppose that the set of congruences
{
f (x)#0 mod p
f
x i
(x)#0 mod p, i=1, ..., n
has no solution in (Z_p )
n. Then for s a complex variable with Re(s)>0 one
has that
|
(Zp
_)n
| f (x)| s |dx|= p&n \( p&1)n& pN ( p
s&1)
ps+1&1+ ,
where |dx| denotes the Haar measure on Qnp so normalized that Z
n
p has
measure 1.
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Proof. Because a # [1, ..., p&1]n a+( pZp)n is a partition of (Z_p )
n, we
have that
|
(Zp
_)n
| f (x)| s |dx|
= :
f (a)0 mod p
a # [1, ..., p&1]n
|
a+( pZp)
n
| f (x)| s |dx|
+ :
f (a)#0 mod p
a # [1, ..., p&1]n
|
a+( pZp)
n
| f (x)| s |dx|.
From the condition in the statement of Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 3.1
it follows now that
|
(Zp
_)n
| f (x)| s |dx|=(( p&1)n&N) p&n+Np&n( p&1)
p&(s+1)
1& p&(s+1)
=p&n \( p&1)n&N 1& p
&s
1& p&(s+1)+ . K
Lemma 3.3 (Hensel). Let f (x) be a polynomial in one variable x over Zp
and k # N"[0]. Let a # Zp such that f (a)#0 mod pk and f $(a)#% 0 mod p.
Then there exists a unique ! # Zp such that
f (!)=0 and !#a mod pk.
Proof. For the case k=1, we refer to [Kob77, pp. 1617]. The case
k>1 follows from the case k=1 applied to the polynomial g( y)=
p&(k&1)f (a+ pk&1y), whose coefficients are in Zp because f (a)#0 mod pk.
K
Corollary 3.4. Let f (x) # Zp[x], k # N"[0]. Let a # Zp such that
f (a)#0 mod p and f $(a)0 mod p. Then there exists a ! # Zp such that
!+ pk Zp=[x # a+ pZp | f (x)#0 mod pk].
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 it follows that there exists a unique ! # Zp such
that f (!)=0 and !#a mod p. One can verify that this ! satisfies the
required condition. K
We generalize the preceding corollary to polynomials in many variables.
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Lemma 3.5. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) # Zp[x1 , ..., xn] and k # N"[0]. Let
a=(a1 , ..., an) # Znp such that f (a)#0 mod p and (fx1)(a)0 mod p. Let
!2 , ..., !n # Zp with ! i #a i mod p for i=2, ..., n. Then there exists a !1=
!1(!2 , ..., !n) # Zp such that, for all x2 , ..., xn # Zp satisfying x i #! i mod pk
for i=2, ..., n, one has that
!1+ pkZp=[x1 # a1+ pZp | f (x1 , ..., xn)#0 mod pk].
This implies that the set [(x1 , ..., xn) # a+( pZp)n | f (x1 , ..., xn)#0 mod pk]
equals
. (!1(!2 , ..., !n), !2 , ..., !n)+( pk Zp)n,
where the union is taken over all (n&1)-tuples (!2+ pk Zp , ..., !n+ pkZp)
with !i #ai mod p for i=2, ..., n.
Proof. The result follows by Corollary 3.4, because f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)#
f (x1 , !2 , ..., !n) mod pk for every x2 , ..., xn # Zp with x i #! i mod pk;
f (a1 , !2 , ..., !n)# f (a1 , a2 , ..., an)#0 mod p and (fx1)(a1 , !2 , ..., !n)#
(fx1)(a1 , a2 , ..., an)0 mod p. K
3.6. Proof of Proposition 3.1.
Case 1. f (a)0 mod p. For every x # a+( pZp)n one has that f (x)#
f (a)0 mod p. Hence ord f (x)=0 and | f (x)| s=1 for every x # a+
( pZp)n. Thus
|
a+( pZp)
n
| f (x)| s |dx|=|
a+( pZp)
n
1 |dx|= p&n.
Case 2. f (a)#0 mod p. For every x # a+( pZp)n one has that
f (x)# f (a)#0 mod p. Hence ord f (x)1 for every x # a+( pZp)n. Thus
|
a+( pZp)
n
| f (x)| s |dx|
= :

k=1
|
ord f (x)=k
x # a+( pZp)n
| f (x)| s |dx|
= :

k=1
p&ks .measure of [x # a+( pZp)n | ord f (x)=k].
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We claim that the measure of [x # a+( pZp)n | ord f (x)=k] equals
p&k&n+1& p&k&n. Then it follows that
|
a+( pZp)
n
| f (x)| s |dx|= :

k=1
p&ks( p&k&n+1& p&k&n)
= p&n( p&1) :

k=1
( p&(s+1))k
= p&n( p&1)
p&(s+1)
1& p&(s+1)
,
because Re(s)>0 implies that the modulus of p&(s+1) is <1.
We now prove that the measure of [x # a+( pZp)n | ord f (x)=k] equals
p&k&n+1& p&k&n. Since the set in the above formula equals the comple-
ment of [x # a+( pZp)n | f (x)#0 mod pk+1] in [x # a+( pZp)n | f (x)#
0 mod pk], the additivity of the measure implies that it suffices to prove
that the measure of [x # a+( pZp)n | f (x)#0 mod pk] equals p&k&n+1 for
k # N"[0].
From the condition in the statement of Proposition 3.1 and the fact that
f (a)#0 mod p, it follows that there exists an i # [1, ..., n] such that
(fxi)(a)0 mod p. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that
(fx1)(a)0 mod p. Then by Lemma 3.5 it follows that the set [x # a+
( pZp)n | f (x)#0 mod pk] is equal to
. (!1(!2 , ..., !n), !2 , ..., !n)+( pk Zp)n,
where !1(!2 , ..., !n) is as in Lemma 3.5 and the union is taken over all
(n&1)-tuples (!2+ pk Zp , ..., !n+ pkZp) with !i #ai mod p, for i=2, ..., n.
This union is disjoint and the measure of !+( pkZp)n is equal to p&kn.
Hence the measure of [x # a+( pZp)n | f (x)#0 mod pk] is equal to
p(k&1)(n&1)p&kn= p&k&n+1. K
4. A FORMULA FOR IGUSA’S LOCAL ZETA FUNCTION
Definition 4.1. For k=(k1 , ..., kn) # Rn, we define
_(k)= :
n
i=1
ki .
Theorem 4.2. Let p be a prime number. Let f be as in Definition 1.2.
Suppose that f is non-degenerated over the finite field Fp with respect to all
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the faces of its Newton polyhedron 1( f ). Denote for every face { of 1( f ) by
N{ the number of elements in the set
[a # (F_p )
n | f {(a)=0].
Let s be a complex variable with Re(s)>0. Then
Zf (s)=L1( f )+ :
of 1( f )
{ proper face
L{S2{ ,
with
L{= p&n \( p&1)n& pN{ ( p
s&1)
ps+1&1+ ,
and
S2{= :
k # Nn & 2{
p&_(k)&m(k) s,
for every face { of 1( f ) (including {=1( f )).
The S2{ can be calculated as follows. Take a partition of the cone 2{
associated to the proper face { into rational simplicial cones 2i . Then clearly
S2{= S2i , where the summation is over the rational simplicial cones 2i and
S2i= :
k # Nn & 2i
p&_(k)&m(k) s.
Let 2i be the cone strictly positively generated by linearly independent vec-
tors a1 , ..., ae # Nn"[0], then
S2i=
h p_(h)+m(h) s
( p_(a1)+m(a1) s&1) } } } ( p_(ae)+m(ae) s&1)
,
where h runs through the elements of the set Zn & [ej=1 *jaj | 0* j<1 for
j=1, ..., e].
(We recall that m( } ) and _( } ) are defined as in Definition 2.1 and Definition
4.1.)
Remarks. (1) To obtain the formula for S2{ we only need f to be a
non-zero polynomial in n variables over an arbitrary commutative ring
with f (0)=0, p>1 a real number and Re(s)>0. Remark that S2{ is a
rational function in p&s. We will also denote its meromorphic continuation
by S2{ .
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(2) By a similar argument as in the proof below, we can prove that
Zf, 0(s)=( pZp)n | f (x)|
s |dx| is equal to
:
of 1( f )
{ compact face
L{S2{ ,
with L{ and S2{ as in the statement of the theorem above. For this formula,
we only need f to be non-degenerated over the finite field Fp with respect
to the compact faces of 1( f ).
(3) The second author developed in cooperation with David Loots a
computer program [HL00] for the calculation of Igusa’s local zeta func-
tion, which is based on this formula.
Proof. Remember that the cones associated to the faces of 1( f ) form a
partition of (R+)n. So (R+)n is equal to the disjoint union
[0] _ .
of 1( f )
{ proper face
2{ ,
where 2{=[a # (R+)n | F(a)={] is the cone associated to {. Therefore one
has that
Zf (s)=|
Zp
n
| f (x)| s |dx|
= :
k # Nn
|
ord x=k
x # Znp
| f (x)| s |dx|
=|
(Zp
_)n
| f (x)| s |dx|+ :
of 1( f )
{ proper face
:
k # Nn & 2{
|
ord x=k
x # Zp
n
| f (x)| s |dx|.
Suppose that { is a proper face of 1( f ), k # Nn & 2{ and x=(x1 , ..., xn) # Znp
with ord x=k. Write xj= pkj uj with uj # Z_p . Then
|dx|= p&_(k) |du| and
x|=x|11 } } } x
|n
n = p
k } |u|.
Remember that m(k)=min| # supp( f ) [k } |]. We know F(k)={. Thus k } |
=m(k) for every | # supp( f ) & {, and k } |>m(k) for every | # supp( f ) "{.
It follows that
f (x)= pm(k)( f{(u)+ pf {, k(u)),
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where f {, k(u) is a polynomial in the variables u1 , ..., un over Zp (depending
on {, k and f ).
Hence
Zf (s)=|
(Zp
_)n
| f (x)| s |dx|
+ :
of 1( f )
{ proper face
:
k # Nn & 2{
p&_(k)&m(k) s |
(Zp
_)n
| f{(u)+ pf {, k(u)| s |du|.
Put
L1( f )=|
(Zp
_)n
| f (x)| s |dx|,
L{=|
(Zp
_)n
| f{(u)+ pf {, k(u)| s |du|.
Because f is non-degenerated over Fp with respect to all the faces of its
Newton polyhedron, we know that the set of congruences
{
f (x)#0 mod p
f (x)
xi
#0 mod p, i=1, ..., n
has no solution in (Z_p )
n. It also follows that the set of congruences
{
f{(u)+ pf {, k(u)#0 mod p
( f{+ pf {, k)
ui
(u)#0 mod p, i=1, ..., n
has no solution in (Z_p )
n. So by Corollary 3.2 we have that
L1( f )= p&n \( p&1)n& pN1( f ) ( p
s&1)
ps+1&1+ ,
and
L{= p&n \( p&1)n& pN{ ( p
s&1)
ps+1&1+ ,
for every proper face { of 1( f ).
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Remark that L{ does not depend on k. Thus
Zf (s)=L1( f )+ :
of 1( f )
{ proper face
L{S2{ , with S2{= :
k # Nn & 2{
p&_(k)&m(k) s.
Now we only have to give a formula for S2{ with { a proper face. By
Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.8, we know that there exists a finite partition of
2{ into rational simplicial cones 2i . Then
S2{=: S2i with S2i= :
k # Nn & 2i
p&_(k)&m(k) s.
Let 2i be the cone strictly positively generated by linearly independent
vectors a1 , ..., ae # Nn"[0]. Fix now an element x{ in {. Then m(k)=k } x{
for every k # 2{ . Hence
S2i= :
k # Nn & 2i
p&_(k)&k } x{ s.
Special Case. Nn & 2i=N"[0] a1+ } } } +N"[0] ae 5. Because a1 , ..., ae
are linearly independent, we obtain in this case that
S2i = :
*1 , ..., *e # N"[0]
p&_(*1 a1+ } } } +*e ae)&(*1 a1+ } } } +*e ae) } x{ s
= :

*1=1
( p&_(a1)&a1 } x{ s)*1 } } } :

*e=1
( p&_(ae)&ae } x{ s)*e.
Because Re(s)>0 and p>1, we have that | p&_(aj)&aj } x{s|<1 for
j=1, ..., e and
S2i =
p&_(a1)&a1 } x{s
1& p&_(a1)&a1 } x{s
} } }
p&_(ae)&ae } x{s
1& p&_(ae)&ae } x{s
=
1
( p_(a1)+a1 } x{s&1) } } } ( p_(ae)+ae } x{s&1)
.
We know that the closure 2 { of 2{ is equal to [a # (R+)n | F(a)#{]. So
aj } x{ is equal to m(aj) for each j, because aj # 2 { .
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5 This condition is the same as saying that 2 i is a simple cone or that the multiplicity of
a1 , ..., ae is 1.
General Case. It is clear that 2i & Nn is the disjoint union of the sets
g+Na1+ } } } +Nae , where g runs through the elements of the set
Zn & { :
e
j=1
+ ia j } 0<+j1 for j=1, ..., e= . (1)
So S2i equals
:
g
p&_(g)& g } x{s :
*1 , ..., *e # N
p&_(*1 a1+ } } } +*e ae)&(*1 a1+ } } } +*e ae) } x{ s,
where g runs through the elements of the set (1).
Because Re(s)>0, then one obtains that
S2i =\:g p
&_(g)& g } x{ s+ :*1 , ..., *e # N p
&_(*1 a1+ } } } +*e ae)&(*1 a1+ } } } +*e ae) } x{ s
=\:g p
&_(g)& g } x{ s+ p
_(a1+ } } } +ae)+(a1+ } } } +ae) } x{ s
( p_(a1)+a1 } x{ s&1) } } } ( p_(ae)+ae } x{ s&1)
=
:
g
p_(a1+ } } } +ae& g)+(a1+ } } } +ae& g) } x{ s
( p_(a1)+a1 } x{ s&1) } } } ( p_(ae)+ae } x{ s&1)
,
where g runs through the elements of set (1). The elements aj and
(a1+ } } } +ae& g) belong to the closure 2 { of 2{ . So a j } x{ equals m(aj)
and (a1+ } } } +ae& g) } x{ equals m(a1+ } } } +ae& g).
Therefore
S2i=
h p_(h)+m(h) s
( p_(a1)+m(a1) s&1) } } } ( p_(ae)+m(ae) s&1)
,
where h runs through the elements of the set Zn & [ej=1 * j aj | 0*j<1
for j=1, ..., e]. K
5. THE LARGEST REAL POLE (DIFFERENT FROM &1)
The following proposition is a direct consequence of [Den95], and we
show how to derive it from the material in Section 4.
Proposition 5.1. Let p be a prime number. Let f be as in Definition 1.2.
Suppose that f is non-degenerated over Fp with respect to all the faces of its
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Newton polyhedron 1( f ). Let #1 , ..., #r be all the facets of 1( f ) and let
a1 , ..., ar be the unique primitive vectors in Nn"[0] which are perpendicular
to respectively #1 , ..., #r . Then the following holds:
(i) If s is a pole of Zf , then
s=&1+i
k2?
loge p
with k # Z, or
s=&
_(aj)
m(aj)
+i
k2?
m(aj) loge p
with k # Z and j # [1,...,r] such that m(aj){0.
(ii) If s is a pole of Zf , then Re(s) is &1 or Re(s) is of the form &1t,
where (t, t, ..., t) is the intersection point of the diagonal D=[(t, t, ..., t) #
Rn] with the supporting hyperplane of a facet of 1( f ).
Remark. The same is true for Zf, 0 . Of course then we only need f to be
non-degenerated over Fp with respect to all the compact faces of 1( f ) (see
Remark 2 after Theorem 4.2).
Proof. Part (i) follows directly from the formula for Zf in Theorem 4.2,
Lemma 2.6, and Lemma 2.8.
An equation of the supporting hyperplane of the facet #j is aj } x=m(aj).
The intersection of this hyperplane with the diagonal D is the point
(t, t, ..., t), where t=m(aj)_(aj) . Now (ii) follows by (i). K
Our next goal is to prove Proposition 5.5 below, which is actually well
known. It is a consequence of Varchenko’s method [Var76], but we will
explain how to prove it in the framework of the present paper.
Definition 5.2. Let f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial with
f (0)=0. We will denote the unique intersection point of the diagonal
D=[(t, t, ..., t) # Rn] with the boundary of the Newton polyhedron 1( f ) of
f by (t0 , t0 , ..., t0). Denote the smallest face of 1( f ) which contains
(t0 , t0 , ..., t0) by {0 and its codimension in Rn by }. Put \=&1t0 .
Note that }1, because dim {0n&1. Moreover \ # Q. We will call the
complex numbers in Proposition 5.1(i) the candidate poles of Zf . The first
candidate poles (with real part equal to &1) come from the L{ , the second
ones come from the S2{ . We search for more information about the largest
real candidate pole of Zf coming from the S2{ . The next lemma shows that
this is \.
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Lemma 5.3. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial with
f (0)=0. For every a # (R+)n it holds that _(a)&m(a)(1t0)0 with equality
iff {0 /F(a).
Proof. From the definition of m(a) it follows that (t0 , t0 , ..., t0) } a
m(a), because (t0 , t0 , ..., t0) # 1( f ). By consequence _(a)&m(a) (1t0)0.
Moreover _(a)&m(a)(1t0)=0 iff (t0 , t0 , ..., t0) } a=m(a) iff (t0 , t0 , ..., t0) #
F(a) iff {0 /F(a), because {0 is the smallest face of 1( f ) which contains
(t0 , t0 , ..., t0). K
Lemma 5.4. Let f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial with f (0)=0.
Suppose that { is a proper face of 1( f ) and let S2{ be as in Theorem 4.2.
Then we have the following.
(i) lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} S2{0.
(ii) If {/3 {0 , then, if \ is a pole of S2{ , its order is <}. Otherwise
\ is a pole of S2{ of order }.
(iii) There exists a constant c0>0, independent of p, such that
lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} S2{0=c0 .
Proof. Let #1 , ..., #e be all the facets of 1( f ) which contain { and let
a1 , ..., ae be the unique primitive vectors in Nn"[0] which are per-
pendicular to respectively #1 , ..., #e . By Lemma 2.6 we know that the
cone 2{ associated to { is strictly positively spanned by [a1 , ..., ae]. By
Lemma 2.8 it follows that we can find a partition of 2{ into rational simpli-
cial cones 2i such that each 2i is strictly positively spanned by some
linearly independent vectors from the set [a1 , ..., ae]. Then S2{= i S2i .
We know by Lemma 5.3 that \ is a pole of order 1 of 1( p_(aj)+m(aj) s&1)
iff {0 /F(aj)=#j . From the formula for S2i in Theorem 4.2 one gets then
the following: \ is no pole of S2i , if there are no such ‘‘dangerous’’ aj ’s in
the set of generators for 2i ; otherwise its order is equal to the number of
those aj ’s.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that #1 , ..., #d are the only
facets from the set [#1 , ..., #e] which contain {0 . Put F=dj=1 #j . Because
{0 /F, Lemma 2.6 implies that the number of linearly independent vectors
from the set [a1 , ..., ad] equals the codimension of F, which is }. So if
\ is a pole of S2i , its order is } and from Lemma 5.3 it follows that
lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} S2i0 with equality iff the number of ‘‘dangerous’’ a j ’s
in the set of generators for 2i is <}. This proves (i).
If {/3 {0 , then F{{0 . So in this case the codimension of F is <}. This
results to the first part of (ii).
If {={0 , there is at least one cone 2i in the rational simplicial partition
of 2{0 , which is spanned by } linearly independent vectors from the set
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[a1 , ..., ad]=[a1 , ..., ae], because the dimension of 2{0=} (Lemma 2.6).
Take such a cone 2i and suppose that 2i is strictly positively generated by
ai1 , ..., ai} . Then
S2i=
h p_(h)+m(h) s
( p_(ai1)+m(ai1) s&1) } } } ( p_(ai})+m(ai}) s&1)
,
where h runs through the elements of the set
Zn & { :
}
j=1
*j aij } 0*j<1 for j=1, ..., }= . (2)
Every h of the set (2) is an element of the closure 2 {0 of 2{0 and 2 {0=
[a # (R+)n | F(a)#{0]. Therefore _(h)+m(h) \=0 for every h of the set
(2) by Lemma 5.3. Consequently
lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} S2i=
multiplicity of ai1 ,..., ai}
m(ai1) } } } m(ai})
>0
and this limit is independent of p. This proves (iii).
If { / {0 , there is at least one cone 2i such that } generators for 2i are
elements of the set [a1 , ..., ad]. Indeed, we can write 2 {0 as 2 {0 & 2 {=
i (2 {0 & 2 i) and because the last union is finite, there is at least one cone
2i such that dim 2 {0 & 2 i=dim 2 {0 . It is clear that if 2 i=[ *ik aik+
 +jl ajl | *ik , + jl>0] with the aik # [a1 , ..., ad] and the ajl # [ad+1 , ..., ae],
then 2 {0 & 2 i=[ *ik aik | *ik0], because {0 is not contained in #d+1 , ..., #e .
This yields to the second part of (ii).
Proposition 5.5. Let p be prime. Let f be as in Definition 1.2. Suppose
that f is non-degenerated over Fp with respect to all the faces of its Newton
polyhedron 1( f ). Then we have the following.
(i) For every pole s of Zf one has Re(s)=&1 or Re(s)\. Moreover
if \ is a pole of Zf and \{ &1, its order is }; if \=&1 is a pole of Zf ,
its order is }+1.
(ii) If t0>1, then \ is a pole of Zf of order }.
Proof. If t0>1, then ( p\&1)(p\+1&1)<0, because 0>\=&1t0>
&1. So for each face
L{(\) := p&n \( p&1)n& pN{ p
\&1
p\+1&1+>0.
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Therefore the assertion follows from the formula for Zf in Theorem 4.2,
Proposition 5.1, Lemma 5.3, and Lemma 5.4. K
Our next goal is to prove Theorem 5.17, which is the second main result
of the present paper. If t0<1, then ( p\&1)(p\+1&1)>0. Therefore L{(\)
can be <0, =0 or >0 depending on how big pN{ is. Then the question
arises under which conditions lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} Zf will still be different of
0. Note that we are only interested in pN{ for faces { which are contained
in {0 , because lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} S2{=0 for the other {. Lemma 5.12
will tell us more about pN{ , but first we have to prove Lemma 5.8 and
give a few definitions. Theorem 5.19 gives a result for the case when
t0=1. For every face { of 1( f ) one has that lims  &1 ( ps+1&1) L{=
(1& p&1) p&npN{0, with L{ and N{ as in Theorem 4.2. From Lemma 5.4
it follows then that if this limit is >0 for at least one {/{0 , then \=&1
will be a pole of order }+1. Indeed, then lims  &1 ( ps+1&1)}+1 Zf>0.
So also for this case it will be usefull to know more about the pN{ .
Definition 5.6. Let k be an arbitrary field (e.g., C or Fp) and f =
| a|x| # k[x1 , ..., xn , (x1 } } } xn)&1] with f (0)=0. The Newton polyhedron
1( f ) of f at infinity is defined as the convex hull of supp( f ) _ [0], where
supp( f )=[| # Zn | a| {0]. For a face { of 1( f ), set f{=| # { a| x|.
We say that f is non-degenerated over k with respect to 1( f ), if for every
face { of 1( f ) that does not contain the origin, the set of equations
(f{ xi )(x)=0, i=1, ..., n has no solution in (k _)n (where k denotes an
algebraic closure of k).
Definition 5.7. Let k be an arbitrary field (e.g., C or Fp). A coordinate
change T on (k _)n is a change of variables of the form (xj) [ ( yj=
>ni=1 x
ti, j
i ), where T=(t i, j) # GL(n, Z). For f # k[x1 , ..., xn , (x1 } } } xn)
&1],
we define fT # k[x1 , ..., xn , (x1 } } } xn)&1] by
fT (x1 , ..., xn)= f \‘
n
i=1
x ti, 1i , ..., ‘
n
i=1
xti, ni + .
Remark [AS89, p. 388]. Regarding T as a linear operator on Rn (i.e.,
T(|1 , ..., |n) is the result of the matrix product T } [|1 } } } |n]t ), we have
that 1( fT)=T(1( f )) and that { is a face of 1( f ) iff T({) is a face of
1( fT). The chain rule for partial derivates implies that f is non-
degenerated over k with respect to 1( f ) iff fT is non-degenerated over k
with respect to 1( fT).
Moreover dim 1( fT)=dim 1( f ). It is also clear that fT # Z[x1 , ..., xn ,
(x1 } } } xn)&1], when f # Z[x1 , ..., xn , (x1 } } } xn)&1].
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Lemma 5.8. Let k be an arbitrary field (e.g., C or Fp) and f # k
[x1 , ..., xn , (x1 } } } xn)&1]. If dim 1( f )<n, then there exists a coordinate
change T on (k _)n : (xj) [ ( yj=>ni=1 x
ti, j
i ) such that
f (x1 , ..., xn)= fT &1( y1 , ..., yn)=h( y1 , ..., ydim 1( f )),
where h # k[ y1 , ..., ydim 1( f ) , ( y1 } } } ydim 1( f ))
&1].
Proof. Take a1 , ..., adim 1( f ) linearly independent vectors of supp ( f ).
There exists a partition of the cone strictly positively spanned by
a1 , ..., adim 1( f ) into simple cones by Lemma 2.9. So we can find vectors
t1 , ..., tdim 1( f ) in Z
n with multiplicity 1, which form a basis of the
vectorspace generated by supp( f ). By Proposition 2.11 it follows that we
can add n&dim 1( f ) vectors in Zn to obtain a basis t1 , ..., tdim 1( f ) , ..., tn
of Zn (as Z module). Let T be the matrix with columns t1 , ..., tdim 1( f ) , ..., tn .
One verifies that T satisfies the required condition. K
Definition 5.9. Let f # C[x1 , ..., xn] and f (0)=0. We say that f is non-
degenerated over C with respect to its global Newton polyhedron 1gl( f ), if
for every6 face { of 1gl( f ), the locus of f{ has no singularities in (C_)n.
Fix a global Newton polyhedron G. One proves that ‘‘almost all’’7 poly-
nomials over C with G as global Newton polyhedron are non-degenerated
over C with respect to their global Newton polyhedron 1gl( f ).
Definition 5.10. Let f ( p) and g( p) be two complex valued functions of
p and | } | the modulus on C. The notation f ( p)=O(g( p)) means that there
exists a constant c independent of p such that | f ( p)|c | g( p)| for p>>0.
The notation f ( p)=o(g( p)) means that limp   f ( p)g( p)=0.
Definition 5.11. Let f be a non-zero polynomial with f (0)=0. For any
face { of the Newton polyhedron of f, we denote by c({) the convex hull
of the vertices of {.
Proposition 5.12. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial over
Z with f (0)=0. Let { be a face of 1( f ). Suppose that f{ is non-degenerated
over C with respect to its global Newton polyhedron 1gl( f{). Denote for any
prime p, by N{ the number of elements in the set [a # (F_p )
n | f {(a)=0].
Then
pN{=( p&1)n+O( pn+1&(dim 1gl( f{)+1)2). (3)
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6 Thus also for {=1gl( f ).
7 In a similar sense as in Remark 4 after Definition 1.3.
Remarks. (1) For { a compact face of 1( f ) the convex sets 1gl( f{)
and c({) are both equal to {. So, if { is compact or f{= f{$ with {$ a
compact face of 1( f ), then the condition ‘‘ f{ is non-degenerated over C
with respect to 1gl( f{)’’ is already satisfied, if f is non-degenerated over C
with respect to all the compact faces of 1( f ).
(2) Let {1 /{2 be faces of 1( f ). If f{2 is non-degenerated over C with
respect to 1gl( f{2), the same holds for {1 . Indeed, then 1gl( f{1) will be a face
of 1gl( f{2).
Proof. It is clear that
pN{= :
t # Fp
:
x # (Fp
_)n
exp \2?i tf{(x)p +
=( p&1)n+ :
(t, x) # (Fp
_)n+1
exp \2?i tf{(x)p + . (4)
Put g(t, x)=tf{(x). Then g is non-degenerated over C with respect to its
Newton polyhedron 1(g) at infinity and dim 1(g)=dim 1gl( f{)+1. By
Lemma 5.8, we can change variables tf{(x)= g(t, x)=h( y1 , ..., ydim 1gl( f{)+1),
such that h # Z[ y1 , ..., ydim 1gl( f{)+1 , ( y1 } } } ydim 1gl( f{)+1)
&1], h is non-
degenerated over C with respect to its Newton polyhedron at infinity, and
consequently also over F p , if p>>0. Moreover dim 1(h)=
dim 1gl( f{)+1. Therefore from Theorem 5.13 it follows that
:
(t, x) # (Fp
_)n+1
exp \2?i tf{(x)p +
=( p&1)n+1&(dim 1gl( f{)+1) :
y # (Fp
_)dim 1gl( f{)+1
exp \2?i h( y)p +
=( p&1)n+1&(dim 1gl( f{)+1)O(- p dim 1gl( f{)+1)
=O( pn+1&(dim 1gl( f{)+1)2).
The assertion follows now from (4). K
Theorem 5.13 (Adolphson and Sperber [AS89, Corollary 4.3]). Given
an n-dimensional Newton polyhedron at infinity P in Rn, there is a set SP
(which may be effectively determined), consisting of all but finitely many
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prime numbers, such that the following holds. If p # SP , f # Fp[x1 , ..., xn ,
(x1 } } } xn)&1] with 1( f )=P and f is non-degenerated over F p with respect
to 1( f ), then
} :x # (Fp_)n exp \2?i
f(x)
p +}n ! - pn V( f ),
where V( f ) is the volume of 1( f )=P with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on Rn.
Remark. It follows from later results of Denef and Loeser [DL91] that
one can actually take SP equal to the set of all primes.
Corollary 5.14. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial over
Z with f (0)=0. Let { be a face of 1( f ). Suppose that f{ is non-degenerated
over C with respect to its global Newton polyhedron 1gl( f{). Denote for any
prime p, by N{ the number of elements in the set [a # (F_p )
n | f {(a)=0].
Suppose that t0<1 and put
L{(\) :=p&n \( p&1)n& pN{ p
\&1
p\+1&1+ .
Then
L{(\)=&p\+1(1+o(1))+O( p1&(dim c({)+1)2). (5)
Remark. Actually, one can replace c({) by 1gl( f{), but for later use we
will only need (5).
Proof. It is clear that \=&1t0<&1. Moreover dim 1gl( f{)dim c({).
Therefore by Proposition 5.12 one gets that
L{(\)=\p&1p +
n
\1& p
\&1
p\+1&1++O( p1&(dim c({)+1)2)
p\&1
p\+1&1
=(1+o(1)) p\+1(&1+o(1))+O( p1&(dim c({)+1)2)(1+o(1))
=&p\+1(1+o(1))+O( p1&(dim c({)+1)2). K
Lemma 5.15 (Denef and Sperber [DS99, Proposition 3.1 and Remark
3.2]). Let f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial with f (0)=0. Let k # Nn
and suppose that no vertex of {0 & F(k) belongs to [0, 1, 2]n. Let d be the
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dimension of the convex hull of the vertices of {0 & F(k). (Thus ddim({0 &
F(k)).) Then we have that
_(k)(m(k)+1)
1
t0
&
d+1
3
. (6)
If there is no condition on the vertices of {0 & F(k), then the denominator 3
in (d+1)3 should be replaced by 1. If no vertex of {0 & F(k) belongs to
[0, 1]n, then the denominator should be replaced by 2.
Lemma 5.16. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial with
f (0)=0 and let p be a real number with p>1. Let { be a proper face of 1( f )
and S2{ as in Theorem 4.2. Suppose that { / {0 and that no vertex of {0
belongs to [0, 1, 2]n. Then there exists an :{>0, independent of p, such that
lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} S2{=O( p
&:{) (7)
=O( p\+(dim c({)+1)3). (8)
Remark. Assertion (7) is also true without the condition on the vertices
of {0 .
Proof. There exists a partition of 2{ into a finite number of simple
cones 2i . We know S2{= i S2i . Therefore it suffices to prove the assertion
for such a simple cone 2i . Take a set of linearly independent vectors in
Nn"[0] with multiplicity 1 which span 2 i . We now can use the formula
for S2i from Theorem 4.2. Remember that \ is a pole of order 1 of
1(p_(a)+m(a) s&1) iff {0 /F(a) (Lemma 5.3) and that the closure 2 {0 of 2{0
is equal to [a # (R+)n | F(a)#{0]. By Lemma 2.6 it follows that the
number of generators for 2i which belong to 2 {0 is }. If this number
is <}, then lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} S2{=0. So we may suppose that the
set of generators for 2i is [a1 , ..., a} , g1 , ..., gr], where a1 , ..., a} # 2 {0
and g1 , ..., gr # 2 {"2 {0 . It is clear that r1, because 2 i /2{=
[x # (R+)n | F(x)={] and {0 /F(a){{ for every a in the cone strictly
positively spanned by a1 , ..., a} . Hence
S2i =
1
\( p
_(a1)+m(a1) s&1) } } } ( p_(a})+m(a}) s&1)
_( p_(g1)+m(g1) s&1) } } } ( p_(gr)+m(gr) s&1)+
and lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} S2i equals
1
m(a1) } } } m(a})( p_(g1)+m(g1) \&1) } } } ( p_(gr)+m(gr) \&1)
. (9)
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By Lemma 5.3 it follows that for each j one has that _(gj)+m(gj) \>0,
because {0 /3 F(gi). Therefore the denominator of (9) equals
m(a1) } } } m(a}) p_(g1)+m(g1) \ } } } +_(gr)+m(gr) \(1+o(1))
=m(a1) } } } m(a}) p_(g1+ } } } + gr)+m(g1+ } } } + gr) \(1+o(1)).
The last equality follows from the fact that m(g)= g } x{ for each
g # 2 i /2 { , where x{ is a fixed element of {. Thus lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} S2i
equals
1
m(a1) } } } m(a})
p&(_(g1+ } } } + gr)+m(g1+ } } } + gr) \)(1+o(1))
=O( p&(_(g1+ } } } + gr)+m(g1+ } } } gr) \)).
Clearly F(g1+ } } } + gr) & {0={. Hence Lemma 5.3 implies that _(g1+ } } }
+ gr)+m(g1+ } } } + gr) \>0. This yields (7).
From Lemma 5.15 one gets that _(g1+ } } } + gr)+m(g1+ } } } + gr) \
&\&(dim c({)+1)3. Therefore
lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} S2i=O( p
\+(dim c({)+1)3). K
Theorem 5.17. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial over Z
with f (0)=0. Suppose that f is non-degenerated over C with respect to all the
faces of its Newton polyhedron 1( f ) and suppose that f{0 is non-degenerated
over C with respect to its global Newton polyhedron 1gl( f{0). Suppose that
t0<1 and that no vertex of {0 belongs to [0, 1, 2]n. Then \ is a pole of Zf
of order }, if p>>0. Moreover
lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} Zf=&c0 p\+1(1+o(1)), (10)
where c0>0 is as in Lemma 5.4, and is independent of p.
We recall that {0 , t0 , \, and } are defined in Definition 5.2.
Remarks. (1) As we remarked after Proposition 5.12 the condition
‘‘f{0 is non-degenerated over C with respect to 1gl( f{0)’’ can be removed, if
{0 is compact or if f{0= f{$0 with {$0 a compact face of 1( f ).
(2) If no vertex of {0 belongs to [0, 1, 2]n, then t03n. Indeed,
because (t0 , t0 , ..., t0) # {0 , the point (t0 , t0 , ..., t0) is a convex combination
of points Pi of {0 with _(Pi)3. Therefore nt0=_(t0 , t0 , ..., t0)3. If
moreover t0<1, then n4. Although there are many examples which
satisfy the conditions of the theorem above, one only finds them if the
number of variables of f is at least 4.
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(3) Examples 1 and 2 in Section 6 show that, if the condition on the
vertices of {0 is not satisfied, then (10) is not always true.
Proof. Note that the conditions to use the formula for Zf in
Theorem 4.2 are satisfied for p>>0. Because one has for every face { that
\ is no pole of L{ , and that lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} S2{=0 for every face {/3 {0
(Lemma 5.4), it suffices to investigate the limits lims  \ L{( ps&\&1)} S2{
for the faces {/{0 .
From Lemma 5.4(iii) and Corollary 5.14 it follows that
lim
s  \
L{0( p
s&\&1)} S2{0=&c0 p
\+1(1+o(1))+O( p1&(dim c({0)+1)2), (11)
where c0>0 is independent of p.
For { / {0 one has by Corollary 5.14 and Lemma 5.16 that
lim
s  \
L{( ps&\&1)} S2{=& p
\+1(1+o(1)) lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} S2{
+O( p1&(dim c({)+1)2) lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} S2{
=&p\+1(1+o(1)) O( p&:{)
+O( p1&(dim c({)+1)2) O( p\+(dim c({)+1)3)
=O( p\+1&:{)+O( p\+1&(dim c({)+1)6), (12)
where :{>0 is independent of p.
Lemma 5.15 implies that _(0)(m(0)+1)(&\)&(dim c({0)+1)3.
Therefore
\+11&
dim c({0)+1
3
>1&
dim c({0)+1
2
.
From (11) and (12) it now follows that
lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} Zf=&c0 p\+1(1+o(1)). K
Remark. If no vertex of {0 belongs to [0, 1]n, (instead of [0, 1, 2]n),
one can prove by using the suitable inequality in Lemma 5.15 that
lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} Zf=O( p\+1). (13)
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We conjecture that the same is true without a condition on the vertices of
{0 . With a similar argument as above, we know that lims  \ ( ps&\&1)} Zf
=O( p\+1+(dim c({0)+1)2).
Theorem 5.18. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial over Z
with f (0)=0. Suppose that f is non-degenerated over C with respect to all the
compact faces of 1( f ) and suppose that {0 is compact. If t0<1 and no vertex
of {0 belongs to [0, 1, 2]n, then \ is a pole of Zf, 0 of order }, if p>>0.
Moreover
lim
s  \
( ps&\&1)} Zf, 0=&c0 p\+1(1+o(1)),
where c0>0 is as in Lemma 5.4 and is independent of p.
Proof. First remark that (3) in Proposition 5.12 and (5) in Corollary 5.14
hold for every compact face {. Then the proof is similar to the proof of
Theorem 5.17, because {0 is compact, which implies that L{0 S2{0 occurs in
the formula for Zf, 0 .
Theorem 5.19. Let f (x)= f (x1 , ..., xn) be a non-zero polynomial over Z
with f (0)=0. Suppose that f is non-degenerated over C with respect to all the
faces of its Newton polyhedron 1( f ) and suppose that f{0 is non-degenerated
over C with respect to its global Newton polyhedron 1gl( f{0). Suppose that
t0=1.
(i) Suppose that dim 1gl( f{0)>1. Then \=&1 is a pole of Zf of
order }+1, if p>>0.
(ii) If (moreover) no vertex of {0 belongs to [0, 1, 2]n, then
lim
s  &1
( ps+1&1)}+1 Zf=c0+o(1), (14)
where c0>0 is as in Lemma 5.4 and is independent of p.
Remarks. (1) The easy example f (x, y)=x2+ y2 shows that the con-
dition on the dimension of 1gl( f{0) cannot be omitted. Indeed in this case
&1 is a pole of Zf of order 2 when p#1 mod 4, but a pole of order 1 when
p#3 mod 4.
(2) Lemma 5.15 with k=0 implies that the condition ‘‘dim 1gl( f{0)
>1’’ is satisfied, if no vertex of {0 belongs to [0, 1, 2]n.
(3) Of course we have a similar result for Zf, 0 with a similar proof.
Then we have to require that {0 is compact.
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Proof. The conditions to use the formula for Zf in Theorem 4.2 are
satisfied for p>>0. For every face { of 1( f ) one has that lims  &1
( ps+1&1) L{=(1& p&1) p&npN{0, with L{ and N{ as in Theorem 4.2.
From Lemma 5.4 it follows then that if this limit is >0 for at least one
{/{0 , then \=&1 will be a pole of Zf of order }+1.
From Proposition 5.12 it follows that for {/{0
lim
s  &1
( ps+1&1) L{=(1& p&1) p&n(( p&1)n+O( pn+1&(dim 1gl( f{)+1)2))
=(1& p&1) \p&1p +
n
+O( p1&(dim 1gl( f{)+1)2)
=1+o(1)+O( p1&(dim 1gl( f{)+1)2) (15)
=1+o(1)+O( p1&(dim c({)+1)2). (16)
Remark that the error term O( p1&(dim 1gl( f{)+1)2) in (15) is the smallest for
the face {={0 . It is now clear that lims  &1 ( ps+1&1) L{0>0 for p>>0, if
dim 1gl( f{0)>1.
The proof of (ii) is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.17, by using (16)
instead of Corollary 5.14. K
6. EXAMPLES
We use Theorem 4.2 to calculate Igusa’s local zeta function in the following
examples. To find the cones associated to the proper faces of the Newton
polyhedron, we use Lemma 2.6. To calculate the S2{ we divide these cones
into simplicial cones. We will denote the cone strictly positively spanned by
a1 , ..., ae by cone [a1 , ..., ae]. To find the number of the solutions of the set
Zn & [ *iai | 0*i<1], one can use Proposition 2.11.
One can also find more examples on the Website [HL00].
Example 1. Let f1(x, y, z)=x2+ yz+z2. It is easy to verify that the
Newton polyhedron 1( f1) of f1 is defined by the system of linear
inequalities
x0
y0{z0x+2z2x+ y+z2.
If p is prime and p{2, then it is easy to verify that f1 is non-degenerated
over Fp with respect to all the faces of its Newton polyhedron. A picture
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FIG. 1. Newton polyhedron of x2+ yz+z2.
of the Newton polyhedron of f1 and its proper faces {1 , ..., {15 is given in
Fig. 1. More information about the cones associated to the proper faces is
contained in Table I.
The cone 2{7 is rational simplicial, but the multiplity of (1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 2)
is 2 and
Z3 & [*1(1, 0, 0)+*2(1, 0, 2) | 0*i<1 for i=1, 2]
=[(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1)= 12 (1, 0, 0)+
1
2 (1, 0, 2)].
So h p_(h)+m(h) s, where h runs through the above set, is equal to 1+ p2+s.
One has to do a similar calculation for {14 . The cone 2{15 is not rational
simplicial. One can take the following partition of the cone 2{15 in rational
simplicial cones
2{15=cone[(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1)] _ cone[(0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1)]
_ cone[(0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 2)].
The calculation of the other S2{ is easy, because the generators are linearly
independent with multiplicity 1.
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TABLE I
Proper face { Generators for 2{ S2{
{1 (1, 0, 0)
1
p&1
{2 (0, 1, 0)
1
p&1
{3 (0, 0, 1)
1
p&1
{4 (1, 0, 2)
1
p3+2s&1
{5 (1, 1, 1)
1
p3+2s&1
{6 (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0)
1
( p&1)2
{7 (1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 2)
1+ p2+s
( p&1)( p3+2s&1)
{8 (0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 2)
1
( p&1)( p3+2s&1)
{9 (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0)
1
( p&1)2
{10 (0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)
1
( p&1)( p3+2s&1)
{11 (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1)
1
( p&1)( p3+2s&1)
{12 (1, 0, 2), (1, 1, 1)
1
( p3+2s&1)2
{13 (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)
1
( p&1)2( p3+2s&1)
{14 (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 2)
1+ p2+s
( p&1)( p3+2s&1)2
{15 (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 2)
1
( p&1)2 ( p3+2s&1)
+
1
( p&1)( p3+2s&1)
+
1
( p&1)( p3+2s&1)2
It is easy to see that N{3=N{8=N{9=N{15=0; N{6=N{13=0; N{7=
N{14=0; N{1=N{11=*[(x, y, z) # (F
_
p )
3 | y=&z]=( p&1)2; N{4=N{12=
*[(x, y, z) # (F_p )
3 | y=&(x2)z]=( p&1)2; N1( f1)=N{5=*[(x, y, z) #
(F_p )
3 | y=&((x2+z2))z]=( p&1)2&*[x, z) # (F_p )
2 | x2+z2=0]; N{2
=N{10=*[(x, y, z) # (F
_
p )
3 | x2+z2=0].
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If p#1 mod 4, then &1 is a square in Fp . In this case N1( f1)=N{5=
( p&1)( p&3) and N{2=N{10=2( p&1)
2. If p#3 mod 4, then &1 is no
square in Fp . In this case N1( f1)=N{5=( p&1)
2 and N{2=N{10=0. One can
now calculate that we obtain in both cases (for p{2) the formula
Zf1(s)=
p2s( p&1)( p3+s&1)
( p1+s&1)( p3+2s&1)
.
The real poles of Zf1 are s=&1 and s=&
3
2 , both of order 1. Note that {12 is
of codimension 2 and is the smallest face of 1( f1) which contains ( 23 ,
2
3 ,
2
3). So
in this example the order of the pole &32 is smaller than the expected order.
Remark that there is a vertex of {12 which is contained in [0, 1]3, so that the
condition in Theorem 5.17 is not satisfied. Example 2 will show that it is not
enough to require in Theorem 5.17 that no vertex of {0 is contained in [0, 1]n.
Remark. You can also calculate Zf1 very easily using Igusa’s stationary
phase formula [Igu94] or calculating the zeta functions and their twists of
x2 and yz+z2. Alternatively one can apply the formula in [Gol83].
Example 2. Let f2(x, y, z, u)=zx2+zy2+u3. With a computer program
one obtains that the Newton polyhedron 1( f2) of f2 is defined by the
system of linear inequalities
{
3x+3y+2u6
3z+u3
x0
y0
z0
u0.
One proves that f2 is non-degenerated over Fp with respect to all the
faces of its Newton polyhedron, if p{2, 3. We will denote by {1 , ..., {6 the
facets with supporting hyperplanes given by the corresponding equalities in
the inequalities above. The vertices of 1( f2) are v1=(2, 0, 1, 0), v2=
(0, 2, 1, 0) and v3=(0, 0, 0, 3). The candidate poles for Zf2 (and Zf2 , 0) are
&1 and &43 with candidate order 1 and 2, respectively. Indeed {0={1 & {2
=conv[v1 , v2 , v3] has codimension 2. Remark that v1 and v2 are con-
tained in [0, 1, 2]4, but not in [0, 1]4. In this example &43 will be a pole
of Zf2 of order 2 for p#1 mod 4, but for p#3 mod 4, it will be of order
1. To show this, by Lemma 5.4, it suffices to calculate Zf2 , 0= L{S2{ ,
where the sum in this case runs over all the faces {/{0 (see Table II).
With a computer program we divided the cone 2{13 into rational simpli-
cial cones:
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2{13=cone[(3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)]
_ cone[(3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)]
_ cone[(3, 3, 0, 2), (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)]
_ cone[(3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1), (0, 0, 1, 0)]
_ cone[(3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)]
_ cone[(3, 3, 0, 2), (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)]
_ cone[(3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 1, 0)].
TABLE II
Compact face { Generators for 2{ S2{
{7=conv[v1 , v2 , v3] (3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1)
1+ p4+3s+ p8+6s
( p8+6s&1)( p4+3s&1)
{8=conv[v1 , v2] (3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1), (0, 0, 0, 1)
\1+ p
4+3s+ p8+6s+2p3+2s
+2p6+4s+ p7+5s+ p2+s+
( p8+6s&1)( p4+3s&1)( p&1)
{9=conv[v1 , v3] [3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1), (0, 1, 0, 0)
1+ p4+3s+ p8+6s
( p8+6s&1)( p4+3s&1)( p&1)
{10=conv[v2 , v3] (3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0)
1+ p4+3s+ p8+6s
( p8+6s&1)( p4+3s&1)( p&1)
{11=v1 (3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1),
\1+ p
4+3s+ p8+6s+2p3+2s
+2p6+4s+ p7+5s+ p2+s+
( p8+6s&1)( p4+3s&1)( p&1)2
(0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1)
{12=v2 (3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1),
\1+ p
4+3s+ p8+6s+2p3+2s
+2p6+4s+ p7+5s+ p2+s+
( p8+6s&1)( p4+3s&1)( p&1)2
(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1)
{13=v3 (3, 3, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3, 1), 2
1+ p4+3s+ p8+6s
( p8+6s&1)( p4+3s&1)( p&1)2
(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0) +
1+ p5+3s
( p8+6s&1)( p&1)3
+
1+ p4+3s+ p8+6s
( p8+6s&1)( p4+3s&1)( p&1)
+2
1
( p8+6s&1)( p&1)2
+
1
( p8+6s&1)( p&1)
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It is easy to see that N7=( p&1)3&( p&1) *[(x, y) # (F_p )
2 | x2+ y2=0],
N8=( p&1)2 *[(x, y) # (F_p )
2 | x2+ y2=0], N9=( p&1) *[(x, z, u) #
(F_p )
3 | z=&u3x2]=( p&1)3, N10=( p&1)3, N11=N12=N13=0.
For p#1 mod 4, we obtain for Zf2 , 0
\(&1+ p)(1&6p
4+2s+ p8+4s&3p3+s+2p4+s
+3p3+2s+3p5+2s+2p4+3s&3p5+3s) +
p4(&1+ p1+s)(&1+ p4+3s)2
.
For p#3 mod 4, we obtain for Zf2 , 0
(&1+ p)(1+ p2+s)(&1+ p2+s+ p3+s& p3+2s& p4+2s+ p6+3s)
p4(&1+ p1+s)(&1+ p4+3s)(1+ p4+3s)
.
This example shows that the condition of ‘‘no vertex of {0 is contained in
[0, 1, 2]n ’’ in Theorem 5.17 can not be omitted or replaced by ‘‘no vertex
of {0 is contained in [0, 1]n.’’
Remark. By using [Den91, Corollary 1.4.5], which gives a connection
between exponential sums and Igusa’s local zeta function, and by using
separation of variables, you can also calculate the order of the pole &43 for
Zf2 and Zf2 , 0 . For p#1 mod 4 one obtains that &
4
3 is a pole of order 2 of
Zf2 and Zf2 , 0 and for p#3 mod 4 it is a pole of order 1.
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